Computerized morphometric quantitation of cellular features in splenocytes from normal and nutrient-restricted mice.
The morphometric analysis of splenocytes reveals quantitative changes in the chromatin and cytoplasm that may be used to distinguish between cells from normally fed animals and cells from subjects fed restricted diets. Analysis of Feulgen-stained and Papanicolaou-stained cells from mice fed normal diets and mice fed either calorie-restricted diets or isocaloric but protein-restricted diets showed an approximately 10% reduction in the nuclear area and in the total optical density (TOD) of stained chromatin in cells from diet-restricted mice. Some changes in chromatin texture features were also observed. Utilization of nuclear area, TOD and one textural feature in a linear discriminant analysis produced a distinct separation of the cells from dietary-restricted mice and the cells from normally fed subjects; this was observed with both Feulgen-stained and Papanicolaou-stained cells. The cellular effect of dietary restriction was more noticeable in the cytoplasm than in the nucleoplasm; Papanicolaou-stained cells from diet-restricted animals showed a 23% reduction in the cytoplasmic TOD and a 10% reduction in the nuclear TOD. This study shows that computerized morphometric analysis may be used in place of or in conjunction with other measurement procedures and chemical tests to quantitate and differentiate cells subjected to different types and levels of nutritional stress.